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FBI Dismisses Investigation 
Of Financial Aid on Campus 
Robert Sanchez 
The FBI inve~;tigations into the 
alleged misuse of financial aid 
monies at the UNM Financial Aid 
Department has concluded that no 
violation has been committed that 
would anticipate further action by 
the federal authorities. 
United States Attorney R. E. 
Thompson said the U.S. Attorney's 
Office has ''concluded that there 
was no violation that permitted 
further federal action." Thompson 
said the U.S. Attorney's Office is 
. not saying whether any violqtions 
were committed or not, but that no 
additional action is anticipated by 
the federal authorities. 
The employee in question, Lillian 
Romero, a work-study student at 
the Student Financial Aid 
Department for about two years, 
was fired Oct. 10, 1980, for "gross 
misconduct.'' 
Romero appealed her situation 
according to the procedures 
outlined in the UNM Pathfinder. 
She said she was ''still in the 
process of appealing," but reported 
that Fred M. Chreist, director of 
Student Financial Aids and Career 
Services, granted her work-study 
back on certain conditions. She said 
that she will start work at the UNM 
library today. 
Neither Romero nor Chreist 
would comment on the conditions. 
Chreist said he would wait until he 
heard again from Romero . 
The situation began when a 
student at UNM approached the 
authorities under the suspicion that 
Romero was able to increase the 
amount of financial aid to which 
the student was originally entitled. 
A third person established contact 
with Romero. The student ex-
plained that 10 percent of the in-
creased award was to be returned 
~'as a kickback." 
The third person allegedly in-
volved said both the student and 
Romero were friends. The third 
person, also a student at UNM, 
reported that it was the student who 
approached and asked if Romero 
could increase the award to which 
the student was originally entitled. 
The third person said when Romero 
refused to increase the award, the 
student became angry and went to 
the authorities. 
"I know Lillian Romero didn't 
do anything," the third person 
said. 
Neither the FBI nor the U.S. 
Attorney's Office would comment 
further on the case, on the evidence 
they obtained during the in-
vestigation or how the evidence was 
obtained. 
Senator Wins in ASUNM Court, 
Counter Charges Will Be Heard 
Paul Livingston 
Philip Hernandez won a quick 
victory Thursday afternoon when 
the case against him was heard in 
the ASUNM student court. The 
charges brought against him by the 
elections commission were 
dismissed after less than an hour. 
Hernandez had been accused of 
"interfering" with last spring's 
elections after he allegedly ' 1at-
tacked a truck" containing beer 
and campaign "endorsement 
materials." He first became upset, 
he said earlier, when he saw the 
Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC) 
truck carrying voters, beer and 
campaign materials. 
Counter-charges stemming from 
the April, 1980, elections incident 
have been lodged by Hernandez 
against ASUNM president Mario 
Ortiz, vice president Peter Pierotti, 
Leonard Garcia, Everett Spivey, 
and the IFC and Pan Hellenic 
Council. Those charges are ex-
pected to be heard by the Student 
Court within two weeks. 
Eirik Johnson, a UNM law 
student who is representing Her-
nandez, told the court that "if 
Hernandez prevails, there will have 
to be another election." Although 
Hernandez said he is not contesting 
the results of that election, he is 
"challenging the candidacies" of 
the student officials. 
Four persons, including Her-
nandez, are also challenging the 
results of last week's elections. 
Charges of election fraud have been 
brought by Hernandez, who was 
defeated in his most recent bid for a 
student senatorial seat, and at least 
two others. 
Johnson won a "directed ver-
dict" on Thursday after ASUNM 
attorney general Glenn Dobbs 
presented the case against Her-
nandez. 
Student judge Frank Gallegos 
said after the trial that "an over-
whelming majority" of the five-
member court believed there was 
"no substantial evidence" to 
support the charges. 
Dobbs presented three witnesses, 
but none had been directly 
threatened or intimidated by 
Hernandez. IFC president leonard 
Garcia said he was inside the truck, 
but did not drive it. He testified 
that candidate endorsement leaflets 
in the truck were "endorsement 
materials" but not "campaign 
materials.'' 
When he was asked if there were 
any beer in the truck, Garcia told 
the court, "I take the Fifth on 
that." Johnson later said that 
Garcia had the right to not in· 
criminate himself because he is 
facing what Johnson called "very 
serious criminal charges.'' 
In preparation for hearing of the 
counter-charges, the court also 
ordered the elections commission to 
produce copies of candidate 
financial statements. According to 
Johnson, no expenditures were 
listed for the beer truck. This could 
result in the invalidation of the 
Spring election results, he claimed. 
Hernandez and Johnson, who 
are both former ASUNM senators, 
take credit for writing both the 
election law and the student court 
rules under which this case is being 
tried. 
President Ortiz appointed all the 
student judges and elections 
commissioners. 
Monday, November 24, 1980 
The turkey mascot of the 3td Annual Turkey Trot, Norman TruJillo, 
struts his stuff at the run on Saturday. The winner was UNM 
student Maft Segura. (See related story on page 12) (Photo by Ran· 
dy Montoya) 
Huge Quake Hits Italy 
NAPLES, Italy (UPI) - The 
strongest earthquake in 70 years 
struck southern Italy at dinner time 
Sunday, shaking an area from 
Sicily to Venice, devastating 
villages and triggering prison riots 
in Naples. Officials feared the 
death toll could climb over 200. 
Hundreds of others were injured, 
officials said. Rescue workers were 
hampered by dense fog as they 
picked through the rubble of 
collapsed buildings in Naples and 
other towns and villages stretching 
to the southern end of the Amalfi 
Coast resort area. Officials con-
firmed more than 50 dead in the 
area four hours after the quake 
struck. 
UNM Branch at Gallup 
Pu~lishes Student Paper New Courses Added for '81 
The quake, which measured 
between 6.5 and 6.8 on the Richter 
scale, hit hardest in Potenza, 86 
miles east-southeast of Naples, 
where officials estimated up to 200 
people may be dead, including 100 
trapped in a village church. 
Ken Clark 
Editor 
The Daily Lobo wishes to 
welcome a new student 
newspaper to New Mexico- the 
Gallup-Lobo West. 
The Lobo West was first 
published Tuesday by students 
at the UNM Gallup branch with 
funds provided by the student 
council, Editor-in-Chief Dayna 
Crawford said Thursday. 
Crawford and Managing Editor 
Linda Brown were. visiting 
Albuquerque Thursday, 
checking on different printers 
for their biweekly newspaper. 
In her first editorial Crawford 
wrote that the Lobo West in-
tends to be a ''student• and · 
communi ty-ori en ted 
newspaper." 
"The goals of the Lobo West 
are to better acquaint the 
students and the community 
with what the university has to 
offer and also to promote a 
unity within the campus,11 she 
wrote. 
The all-volunteer staff of five 
editors and five. staff writers is 
presently assisted by Gallup 
Campus English department 
head Jint Ruppert. 
- . ~ 
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Several new courses have been 
added to the Spring, 1981, schedule 
of classes. Some of the new courses 
will be: 
Folk Roots of Jazz, taught by 
Professor Frederick Turner 
through the American Studies 
program. Also being taught 
through the program are; 
Sex and Symbol in Amerlea, a 
course designed to analyze Vic-
torian sexual attitudes, taught by 
Professor Carroll Smith· 
Rosenberg; 
Dance in America, taught be 
Assistant Professor Judith Ben-
nahunt. The course will analyze 
Isadora Duncan and Martha 
Graham. The course will combine 
both classroom and studio work; 
and Literature and Culture, a 
graduate seminar taught by 
Professor Gerald Graff. 
Science, Technology, and the 
Modern World will be offered 
through the tJNM Honors 
Program. The course is designed to 
offer a philosophical overview of 
science from the time of Copernicus 
and Newton to the development of 
computer technology and give 
students a look at culture front a 
different point of view. Eight to 10 
faculty members front various 
disciplines will lectue on con-
temporary and controversial topics 
in their fields. 
The FamUy in American History 
to be offered by the history 
continued on page 6 
Half of Potenza was severely 
damaged and much of the nearby 
village of Balvano was devastated, 
officials said. 
Officials reported hundreds of 
injured crowding hospitals in the 
region and urgent calls were 
broadcast for ntore physicians and 
drug supplies. 
Scientists said the quake was 
centered in the rugged mountains 
about SO miles east of Naples, 
though it was clearly felt as far 
south as Sicily and as far north as 
Venice and Trieste. 
Officials at the U.S. Geological 
Survey's Earthquake Information 
Center in Golden, Colo., said the 
quake was the strongest for that 
part of ItalY since records began to 
be compiled in 1910. 
World News by United Press International 
i Klan Runs Survival Camp Space Shuttle Repairs Completed 
But John Yardley, associate 
>pace agency administrator in 
charge of the shuttle's develop-
ment, said the chances were 50-50 
that the Columbia would fly by the 
end of ~1arch. He -;aid the chances 
v.ere much better that it would be 
off by the end of April. 
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For the first flight astronauts 
John W. Young and Robert R. 
Crippen will circle Earth 3 7 times 
and land at Edwards Air Force Base 
:n California's ~fojave Desert 54 
hours later. 
Yardley said the plan v. as to 
mo;e the shuttle on its own wheels 
irom the work hangar where it has 
been for the past 20 months to the 
nearby ro;:ket assembly building at 
noon EST !\1onday. 
Engineers then planned to retract 
Col;.~mbia's landing gear, hoist the 
l~:!-foo: long ship \ertical and bolt 
;: :·~ :· ... 0 lar2e solid-fueled boost 
ro::~e:s and an external fuel tank 
:ha: s:and; as :all as a 15-stor;· 
The \\hole assembly, mounted on 
a mobile launch platform left mer 
:rom !he Apollo moon program, is 
w ce hauled out to the oceanside 
;aun;;h pad Dec. 26. 
\Vatch for Weeklv 
VALUES!!! , 
2 Pieces Golden Fried Chicken GOLDEN FRIED Roll. Rice, Jalapeno Pepper and Medium Beverage S 179 with coupon Open at 
Reg. 52.11 11:00 Daily CHICKEN Use our convenient drive up windows at 1830 lomas at Yale 
4700 Menaul NE 
5231 Central NW expires 11/30/80 
Other Locations 
10015 Central NE 
11200 Montgomery NE 
1 Taeo, 1 Chalttp•• 
and Sutai17-Up 
81.49 with thh; eo upon 
... e~plres 11;30;80 
2 for 1 t;lrinks Tuesday 7 to 11 P.M. 
2292 Wyoming 
behind 
Elliots Nest 
294·5080. 
Now featuring "Tim 0' Rourke" in the Lounge. (By the fireplace.) 
MDNT4N4 MINI BSTAU·RANT 
.'\ 
127 Harvcud SE 
1/2 block 
S of Central 
265-4777 
m .. s ll~m-tOptn 
Sun 3-lOpm 
I ant 
1 slice cheese pizza 
& dinner salad 
with coupon 11/24 thru 11;30 
Whohtwh~o.t, Ntopolltan, Sicilian 
$1.50 
' 4 
I 
1 
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It's Hot 
At The Posh 
.... ,- _.· ...... '-, fl_ ~ 
ith Sizzling 
Prices 
Commentary by Ken Clark 
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r're-ap'C .... S ,..,·.tr- c .. ~~~ :.c.tes o~ the~~ capabr~ities. Rob:.rts~n took us to the 
-J::.s~a-: e <;G~'"se. 'la'"get "'anae and execise areas. The obstac.e- ccurse y;as 
-:.t:. • :..s Y gea•ed to a'l! "roan setvr.g, complete with paved areas, !ow 
t'wa sa .... ':! s.~a · t-:;ts W"!h "':n::iov,es and doer openirrgs. Tne pcck·ma-rked 
l,,a s oe tr:d t""e . Jsac.f k.re arnmuriition on the co~rse. 
A! !~e :a•get ·a~ge the targe<.s w&e a~i human siihouenes, and some of 
~·.e cL~~,es ~ v·e exe•C:se area apl)"..ared sta3r.ed with blood. I asked if it 
was •ea< a"1 ,.,as tc:d •t was. "These kids hil\le to learn the smell of blood, 
100 .. y<:." ""'""···Robinson seJd. Arnu&ed at my shock, he chuckled, "Just 
"·9 s b.'-:>o:.d, thougn. Thir.gs aren't the way they used to be. But, then, we 
~1erer,-t tra,n~<"<g scouts. either." 
In fact, there did not appear to be any Explorers - cadets, they were 
called - around today. But, Robinson explained, they were out on 
maneuvers and would not return until late afternoon. We could walt for 
them if we wanted to. 
We did, and at about 4 o'clock a patrol entered the clearing, two of the 
troops carrying what looked like a body bag. 
"Aw. shit," munered Robinson, as .Arnie raised his camera. Robinson 
saw him and quickly knocked it down, sternly warning him not to take any 
more pictures of anything and advising us to forijet what we saw. He 
hustled us into the jeep, informing us that the tour was ov&, but before he 
could get us away one of the cadets who came in with the patrol ran up to 
him and whispered something in his ear. Robinson nodded, looking grim, 
put the Jeep in gear and pulled away. 
We rode silently back to our car. Robinson let us out, but did not turn off 
the engine of the jeep. We thanked him for his time and, to our surprise, he 
smiled cheerfully and said, "Looks like we're having fresh venison 
tonight." I forced a smile and climbed into the car. Robinson waited until 
we had passed the gate before turning around himself. 
"Venison?" I thought.! would check the obituaries for the next few days 
anyway. 
The above is fictional account of a visit to a "survival camp" such as 
might someday exist if the Ku Klux Klan continues to grow as it has in 
recent years. But will this remain fiction? 
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Letters 
by Garry Trudeau 
Reader Sees Pattern in Vandalism 
Editor: 
Many people have forgotten rast Ja.~uary's con· 
troversy over Albuquerque's first "Art in Public 
Piaces" project, when a corr:mmee of artists and 
:nterested parties selected WJ:iam King from among 
51 nationwide applicants. King's proposal was for a 
sculpture in three parts to be installed in the park at 
the corner of 8th and Central Ave. 
With King's selection, a furor developed over the 
choice of an out-of-state artist for the project. Since 
there had been no stipulation that the applicants be 
f•om New Mexico or the Southwest, and considering 
t!':e !act that the project would require $22,025 from 
the N.E.A., the argument seemed somewhat 
;iud1crous. The work was judged solely on its merits as 
a sculptural augmentation to the space it would oc· 
cupy. and not on the basis of the artist's regional 
backgrour-d. 
lr a heated confrontation which lasted till 3 a.m., 
King's sculpttJre, as well as the "Art in Public Places" 
project, were both defeated, only to become past 
history. 
'Nith the recent destruction of two of King's 
sculptures on loan to the university, a pattern begins 
to appear. It is as if Albuquerque were out to purge 
King's work from its esthetic horizons. Perhaps it is 
due to the city's tendency to cling to its conservative 
traditions, and to hold a suspicious grudge against the 
new urban expansion. However, I've yet to witness so 
violent a reaction against the proposed volcano 
escarpment highway, nor have I seen such obscene 
acts performed on the golden arches. It all causes one 
to wonder just where the esthetic values of our 
destructive critics lay. 
As an artist, William King has shown considerable 
int&est in New Mexico as a vital and active en· 
vironment for the arts. His work: first came here in 
1969 and 1970 as a part of a major travelling exhibition 
Corrections 
In the Nov. 21 issue of the Lobo, the names of 
three contestants in the Subway Station Talent 
Contest were misspeHed. They were Wayne Cor-
mack, Randy Rane and Richard Hannermann. Also, 
raffle tickets being sold by Sigma Chi are $1. 
which was shown at the university's Fine Arts 
Museum. He has had two recent shows at the 
Hoshour Gallery, and was also exhibited at Shidoni in 
Tesuque this summer. 
Considering the large number of artists per capita in 
this state, it is understandable why King would show 
so much interest in New Mexico. The economic 
realities of this artistic community are another factor, 
however, as it is next to impossible to make a living 
from most art forms in this state. It follows,. then, that 
King's interests lay with the community and not the 
economics of the arts in New Me>dco. 
When King agreed to loan two of his sculptures to 
the university, it was out of this consideration for the 
New Mexico art community. The sculptures were also 
presented as a gesture of gratitude to the students at 
UNM for their support during the "Art in Public 
Places" controversy. Both works had previously been 
at Shidoni and were to be crated and shipped back to 
the Dintenfass Gallery in New York. Ed Bryant, the 
director of UNM's Fine Arts Museum, arranged to 
bring the sculptures to UNM with the cooperation of 
the Dintenfass and Hoshour Galleries. They were to 
remain here until the 31st of March, with the 
possibility of further extending the loan. 
It is unfortunate that the mindless destruction of 
King's work should even occur; it becomes an 
outrage, however, when one considers the intent and 
consistent interest of King in showing his works in 
New Mexico. With all good reason, King could take 
back his loan to the university. The sculptures are now 
crated and ready to be shipped back to New York. Yet 
when contacted about the vandalism, he requested 
that the work be reinstalled on campus - bends, 
scrapes, breaks and all. He reacted with good humor, 
recalling an incident on another campus when one of 
his works was thrown into the school swimming pool. 
William King expressed his feelings about his work 
in a 1979 Albuquerque Journal interview with Will 
Hoffman: "Because of his accessible style, King finds 
great acceptance of his sculpture, particularly his 
large-scale public works ••• 'I've had good luck so 
far. It hasn't irritated people, those who don't like 
outdoor work on a large scale. It's an honour. I'd take 
it down if it didn't please and I were asked to."' 
It remains to be seen if the displeasure of a few will 
pass as the judgement of the community, in King's 
case and in otherto come. 
Ray Abeyta 
I 
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UNM Awarded Grant 
For Solar Energy Study 
Marc L. Mervis 
A National Science Foundation 
(NSF) grant of nearly $100,000 has 
been awarded to UNM to fund the 
theoretical study of design 
techniques for a solar temperature 
control system. 
The two-year study, entitled 
"Periodic Optimization with 
Applications to Solar Temperature 
Control Systems," is headed by 
Peter Dorato, electrical and 
computer engineering chairman. 
Dorato said the study will not 
involve actual building of a solar 
temperature control system, but the 
use .of mathematical models to 
explore possible avenues in the 
design of such a system . 
Working with Dorato in the 
study are Harold Knudsen, 
professor of electrical and com· 
puter engineering, and David 
Sanchez, professor of mathematics 
and statistics. 
In the study, Dora to said, such 
factors as the temperature of the 
solar collector, flow temperature in 
the storage system, room and 
furnace temperatures and outside 
temperatures will all be considered 
in the mathematical models 
designed to seek the optimal use of 
solar energy. 
''One of the main problems with 
solar energy is the capital cost is 
very high," he said. 
He said the only way to make a 
solar energy system pay off is to 
maximize its efficiency in relation 
to the use of regular fuel (natural 
gas). 
The aim of the theoretical study 
is to develop mathematical models 
that combine all temperature 
factors to use the solar energy 
system when it is most needed. 
.Because weather patterns in the 
Southwest are regular and most 
often predictable, Dorato said the 
system is based on a concept called 
"periodic optimization," which 
takes into account the regular rise 
and decline on a daily basis of 
outside night and day temperatures. 
Using this knowledge in a 
theoretical model or series of 
models, he said he hopes that the 
study will be able to come up with 
mathematical designs which can 
later be tested in practical ap· 
Birth Control Use 
Study Released 
Results of a psychological study· 
indicates that although attitudes 
about sex tend to be the most 
significant determinate regarding 
lack of birth control use and the 
high incident of teenage 
pregnancies, there is evidence 
suggesting that effective con-
taceptive use is. contingent on 
certain attitudes, motives and basic 
thinking skills. 
Jeanne Maracek, a psychologist 
at Swarthmore College, discovered 
that effective contraceptive use is 
not only contingent on obtaining 
information about methods or 
devices, but more on possessing 
those atitudinal and thinking 
qualities. 
Maracek's research centered on 
132 females from an urban, black, 
lower irtcome population ranging in 
age from 14 to 19 years of age. 
Interviews showed virgins and 
contraceptive users were more 
interested in attending college and 
pursuing a professional career. 'the 
study shows high educational and 
occupational aspirations are related 
to contraceptive use. 
FOXY REFLECTIONS 
Unisex Hair Design 
2000 Centrol SE 
N..-• t lo fturgpr )( ,ng 
Ar::'roH lrOIT' UNM 
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plications to test their efficiency in 
the real world. 
Dorato said mathematical 
equations will be devised that will 
tell researchers what to do with the 
various control variables such as 
room temperature, use of a fur-
nace, flow from the solar collec-
tors, storage flow and outside 
temperature. 
He termed the project, which was 
begun Sept. I, a feasible study for 
control strategies. He said the 
"particular problem we have posed 
is unique." 
He said it is routine for a 
mathematical study to precede the 
actual design and building of a 
physical model to be tested for 
practical application and 
usefulness. Technical design is 
based upon a mathematical model. 
"Good equations should predict 
what is happening in the real 
world." He said NSF tends to fund 
more theoretical studies. 
A tambourine·equipped Salvation Army group played on the Mall just east of the SUB Friday. Every 
year the Salvation Anny crusades for donations which provide needy families with the means for 
nicer holidays. (Photo by Randy Montoya) 
UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY 
FOR RUGGED 
INDIVIDUALISTS 
* Navy has a limited number of openings 
available for its famed Underwater Demoli-
tion/Sea Air Land (UDT/SEAL) Teams. 
* Will train in scuba diving, parachuting, ex-
plosives, and small arms handling. 
* College seniors and grads. U.S. Citizens on-
ly. Rugged physical training. 
* Excellent pay and benefits. Bonus for 
special duty. Extensive travel. Contact: 
Officer Programs 
P.O. Boxl8667 
Albuquerque, N.M. 87198 
call (505} 766-2335 
Pant Parade 
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Courses Added for Spring Semester 
Maxie Anderson, the world 
famous balloonist from 
Albuquerque, spoke at the 
Sigma Chi fraternity house 
Friday night to help promcte a 
raffle. Anderson put on a slide 
show of the flights of the 
balloons, Kitty Hawk and 
Double Eagle 1/. The fraternity 
is sponsoring the raffle to raise 
money for the renovation of 
their house. Anderson, a Sigma 
Chi alumni, has agreed to give 
free balloon rides, which may 
Include an experimental night 
flight, to the winner of the raf· 
fie. Raffle tickets, being sold at 
$1 each, may be purchased 
from any Sigma Chi membet or 
little sistet until the drawing on 
Dec. 5. Wlnnets of the raffle will 
be allowed to take a friend on 
their two·hour flight. (Photo by 
Cindy Hayden) 
continued from page 1 
department is a special topics 
course designed to acquaint 
students with the new field of 
family history that will be taught by 
Dr. Anne Boylan. Through a 
combination of lectures and 
discussions, the course will cover 
family history from the seventeenth 
century to the present. It will cover 
topics such as changes in family size 
and structure over time, black and 
other ethnic family patterns, 
women's family roles, sexuality in 
historical perspective, the changing 
experience of childhood and youth, 
child-rearing, old age in the past 
and the contemporary debate about 
the family. Students will read a 
combination of primary and 
1econdary work; on family history 
and will have the opportunity to do 
a rc,\earch paper on family history 
or to write histories of their own 
familic1. 
A Seminar in Anthropological 
Interviewing will be offered 
through the the anthropology 
department and will focus on the 
problems of interviewing. The 
seminar will focus on ethnological 
interviews (genealogical, life 
history, ethnoscientific, folklore, 
etc.) as well as other social science 
interviews (census, sample survey) 
with sessions devoted to journalistic 
and psychiatric interviewing. It will 
examine similarities and differences 
between these types. The emphasis 
will be on developing practical skills 
that social scientists need but in 
which they are seldom trained. 
Related topics such as in-
terpretation, confidentiality and 
ethical responsibility will also be 
considered. Each student will 
conduct a series of interviews and 
present them to the class for 
discussion and critique. The 
seminar is for graduate students, 
but second semester seniors will be 
considered for admission. 
Environmental Education will be 
the subject of a course emphasizing 
a sense of personal and community 
responsibility for the environment 
among Albuquerque residents. 
Co-teachers of the course, Hy 
and Joan Rosner, coordinated 
publication of a book about the 
city's environmental history and 
future and will teach the three 
credit-hour course through the 
Division of Continuing Education. 
Each participant in the class will 
be req\lired to do a semester project 
on a major environmental concern 
such as air or water pollution. 
"This course gets out of the 
classroom whenever possible," Hy 
Rosner said. ''First-hand and 
hands-on experience is the basis of 
our Philosophy of teaching and 
learning. We look at the past, 
present and future of the total city 
environment.'' 
Albuquerque's future depends 
greatly on how the city conforms 
with the energy requirements of the 
future, he said, which means un-
derstanding the importance of 
transportation, air quality, land use 
and personal energy attitudes. 
Native Albuquerque residents are 
surprised by what they learn about 
the city through field trips, he said. 
"The field trips enrich our un-
derstanding of and appreciation for 
the city. They also help us to begin 
to understand the cultural heritage 
we have here." 
The field trips to downtown 
Albuquerque are among the most 
popular and educational of the 
course, Joan Rosner said. 
"Downtown revitalization is the 
most exciting part of our city right 
now. Albuquerque is not a big, cold 
metropolis. It is a city of neigh· 
borhoods and downtown can 
provide us with a link to our past 
and a core for the future." 
The course is sponsored through 
UNM's lnstitute for Environmental 
Education which is co-directed by 
architecture Professors Wolfgang 
Preiser and Anne Taylor. Both 
Preiser and Taylor will be guest 
lecturers in the class during the 
semester. 
World War II will be the subject 
of a new course offered though the 
history department that looks at 
New Mexico's role in that war. 
The three credit-hour course will 
cover the war in Europe; Asia; 
Africa; the Balkans; and additional 
topics such as women in war; 
New Mexico PI RG 
is holding a 
Board of Directors 
ELECTION 
to fill seven vacancies on the Board. 
The election will be held 
December 5,1980 
The deadline for petitions is 
December 1, 1980 
All ASU N M students are eligible 
to run for election. 
All ASU N M students are eligible to vote. 
Pick up your petitions at NM PIRG or call 
NM PIRG at 277·2757 for more information. 
American mobilization; the 
Holocaust; the Resistance; China in 
the war; and New Mexico's in· 
volvement in the war. 
The course will be coordinated by 
Dr. Bill Roberts, a military history 
expert, and Dr. Steven Kramer, .a 
European history expert, and will 
be taught by eight other specialists 
in the UNM history department. 
Roberts said it· is important for 
current generations of New 
Mexicans to understand the in-
volvement of the state's population 
in World War II. "New Mexico 
supplied a great number of men to 
the war effort who were taken 
prisoner or killed early in the war," 
he said. 
David Maciel, professor of 
history, will examine the impact of 
the war on New Mexico Hispanics 
in a special lecture to be given 
during the semester. 
"World War ll had a big 
economic influence in 
Albuquerque," Roberts added. 
"The war virtually made 
Albuquerque with the expansion of 
Kirtland and Sandia bases." 
Roberts said, "This course deals 
with the political, social and 
cultural effects of the war. We can 
show connections between the 
world of today and the world of the 
war years." 
Kramer said that students who 
have taken this course in the past 
have expressed enthusiasm about it. 
"They seem to appreciate the 
oppotunity to hear lectures by so 
many professors." 
The course will be held Tuesdays 
and Thursdays from II a.m. to 
12:15 p.m. Audio-visual aids in-
cluding films and copies of slides 
made by U.S. military 
photographers during the war will 
be used throughout the semester. 
Computing for Graduate 
Students will be offered to seniors 
and graduate students outside the 
computer science department who 
wish to use the computer as a 
research tool in their own 
disciplines. 
The course will include an in· 
traduction to computers, a 
description of job control language, 
and an introduction to the 
statistical packages available at 
UNM. 
Eight to 10 weeks of program-
ming introduction in a language the 
students request such as PASCAL 
of FORTRAN, will also be given. 
Students will use the computer as 
a research tool for a project within 
their own discipline to determine 
approximately one-half the final 
grade, 
Dr. George Luger, associate 
professor in computing aid b-
formation science, will conduct the 
course Tuesdays and Thursdays 
from 9 to 10:45 a.m. Luger may be 
reached at 277-3152, 
()real Ape Behavior will be 
taught by Professor Jeffery 
Froehlich. It is a seminar course on 
human behavioral evolution that 
will focus on behavioral ecology, 
non-verbal communication, tool 
use, sociobiology and the 
uniqueness of mankind. The class 
will meet Wednesdays at 6:30p.m. 
Ways of Seeing is a seminar being 
offered through the UNM General 
Honors Program and will be taught 
bv Enid Howarth. Also offered 
through the Honors Program will 
be: 
The Origin of Humanistic Values 
in Western Culture, Part II, taught 
by Martha Young. Students are to 
deal with works in literature, 
philosophy and psychology to 
provide further interpretation of 
their values. It is not necessary to 
take the first part of the course to 
enroll; 
and The Origins and Natural 
History of Creativity, to be taught 
as an undergraduate seminar. The 
seminar will be taught by Michcal 
Thomas, a lecturer in general 
studies. 
The course will look at human 
creativity, examining the perceptual 
and cognitive skills it depends on 
and the evolutionary history of 
"those skills. Other special topic 
courses will be offered this spring 
including Cultural Resource 
Management and Histroic 
Preservation in the Rio Grande 
Valley and Topics in Mathematical 
Anthropology. 
Electrical Malfunction 
Causes Hotel To Burn 
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (UP!) -
Searchers expect to find 20 more 
bodies in the blackened ruins of the 
MGM Grand Hotel, pushing the 
death toll in one of the worst hotel 
fires in history to over 100, fire 
officials said Sunday. 
So far, 84 deaths have been 
confirmed and hundreds were 
injured. Las Vegas Fire Battalion 
Chief Leroy Leavitt said he ex-
pected 20 more bodies to be found. 
Leavitt said bulldozers might be 
brought to the scene to remove tons 
of charred debris that tumbled into 
the basement and gaming area as a 
result of the fire that began early 
Friday. 
Fire Chief Roy Parrish confimed 
that the inferno was ignited by an 
electrical malfunction in the hotel's 
walls ncar the casino and may have 
smoldered for up to eight hours 
before eating its way to an 
unlimited oxygen supply and racing 
up elevator shafts. 
Parrish said the county is calling 
in a team of electrical experts from 
the National Fire Protection 
Association to fully nvestigate the 
blaze's origin. 
A cook working in the area said 
the first indication of a fire was 
when a keno board on the wall of a 
delicatessen restaurant next to the 
kitchen burst into flames. 
The smoldering embers ate 
through the wall until they reached 
open air and, fueled by a vigorous 
oxygen supply, they exploded into a 
mammoth fireball. Fire officials 
,~aid the entire 140-yard-long casino 
, was ablaze within about 90 seconds. 
Smothering smoke moving in a 
''piston" action was sucked up 
elevator shafts to the top of the 26· 
floor resort and then funneled back 
down again. 
Hundreds of hotel guests were 
rescued by helicopters which 
hovered over the roof of the 26-
floor hotel. 
The hotel, built in 1973, was not 
required to install a thorough 
sprinkler system, automatic alarms 
or smoke detectors, Later the 
county adopted much more 
stringent fire codes, but those codes 
were not applied retroactively. 
Earlier Sunday, MGM Board 
Chairman Fred Beninger told a 
tense news conference there is no 
reason to assume that additional 
fire-detection equipment would 
have prevented any of the deaths. 
"We're not convinced that 
smoke alarms would have done 
much to help the situation." 
Beninger said. 
"As county fire officials have 
said, this could have happened in 
any large hotel anywhere in. 
America," the MGM official 
added. 
"Hindsight is much better than 
foresight. If I thought there was 
any possible way to save even one 
life, and it would take six fire 
systems, !' d have them put in." 
said Beninger, flanked at the news 
confercnci! by Las Vegas hotel 
president Bernard J. Rothkopf and 
MGM Grand Hotel Inc. President 
AI Benedict. 
Mental Health Center Begins 
Programs for Crime Victims 
Helen Gaussoin 
A new program for helping 
victims of violent crime has been 
started by the con· 
sultation/education division of the 
Bernalillo County Mental 
Health/Mental Retardation Center, 
the center's director said. 
Rosalie Campos said the 
program is made up of support 
groups designed to help victims of 
serious crimes recover from the 
"shock" of the criminal attack and 
deal with "the frustration victims 
often feel when working with the 
legal system." 
The group leaders are volunteers 
who were once victims, she said, 
and who have gone through six 
weeks of •raining to Jearn how to 
listen and help. 
A center staff member with a 
backgro\lnd in counseling acts as a 
consultant to the group, she said. 
She said the support groups, 
which will grow no larger than 12 
members, meet every Wednesday 
night. 
"The group is very important to 
them. They are very committed to 
organizing and implementing the 
program," Campos said. 
She said the program was started 
three months ago at the req\lest of 
the coordinator of the Crime 
Victims Assistance Organization, 
Edith Surgan. 
Anyone interested in par-
ticipating may call Campos at the 
division of consultation and 
education, 843-2849. 
Tennis and Ski Shop 
Cross Country Ski Package 
Roosignol Touring XL 
Alpina Sarna Boot 
leather, fleece lined 
Exel Touring Pole 
75mm Finn Binding 
Mount and Hot Wax 
SKI RENTALS 
Rossignol and K-2 
$78.00 
39.50 
12.50 
10.95 
9.00 
Package 
/ 1119'0 
add$4.00 
for no-wax skis 
Junior Ski Package 
l00-150CM 
Weekdays 
Saturday 
or Sunday 
Weekends 
$6.00 
$8.50 
Skis and Poles 
Regularly $44.95 .. now $29.95 
Friday to Monday $11.00 
Avoid the Weekend Rental Hush ... 
We Reserve Skis One Week in Advance. 
294-5534 
11040 Montgomery Blvd., N.E. 
Albuquerque, N.M. 87111 
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r:. 28 7:30 
.-n., Sat. & sun. 
29 & 30 0 2:00 & 7:3 
and Ballet 
WednesdaY 
oec. 3 
8:15p.m. 
Sat. oec. 5 
sun. oec. 6 
1:30 & 3:30 
Theatre presents cat & figuli,l\85 
aarkee tbe ~nsemble 
SundaY 
oec. 7 
8:15p.m· 
. •tulaZZ .-. Ul1lV81SI , • . director 
· Jettrev p,per' 
taon~a. l 
ollice open · 277-312 
Visit our box s·30P m. pbone !! toa.m.- · · 
- . 
-The Southwests 
h Arts (_£nter {or\ e 
Clothing for 
Outdoor Women 
have outdoor clothes We 
for women combining 
wearability and function 
with good fit. Come see 
our vests and coats and 
shirts designed so you en-
joy the outdoors. 
MOUNTAINS 
& RIVERS 
2320 CENTRAL S.E. r,~::,s~.N.M. 
268-4876, Mon-Fri 10-6, Sat 9-5 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106 
Winter Hours; open Fridays til 9 
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Arts 
UNM Grad Students Show Work 
The UNM Art Museum is now 
showing an exhibition of works by 
four masters of arts candidates and 
two masters of fine arts candidates 
in the museum's lower gallery 
through Dec. 21. 
The "M.A. and M.F.A. 
'Stale Bread Theoi}'·Life Maintenance Tray,' a mixed media piece 
done In 1980 and 'Another World' 1980; These and other works by 
six UNM Graduate Students are now showing in the UNM 
Museum's Lower Gallery. Museum hours are Tuesday through 
Friday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and 7 p.m. to 10 p.m; Saturdays and Sun· 
days, 1 to 5 p.m. (Photos by Bob Griltin) 
Exhibition," will include works by 
M.A. candidates Larry Borgeson, 
Ann Bjork, John Norton and 
Angelique Acevado along with 
M.F.A. candidates Nancy Cohen 
and Robert C. Reck. 
Borgeson received his bachelor's 
of arts degree last December from 
UNM and has produced 
photographs which are complex, 
CR.OSS 
COUNTRY 
SKI PACKAGES 
WAXABLE PACKAGE 
• NOASKI F-1000SKI 
• NORSKI CHRISTY SHOE 
• TROLL 3-PIN BINDING 
• EXEL POLARIS POLES 
• FREE BINDING MOUNTING 
• FREE BASE PREPARATION 
PACKAGE 
PRICE 
TOTAL PRICE IF 
BOUGHT '15171 SEPARATELY ............ . 
NO-WAX PACKAGE 
• SKILLOM #171 MICA BASE SKI 
· • NORSKI CHRISTY SHOE 
• TROLL 3-PIN BINDING 
• EXEL POLARIS POLES 
• FREE BINDING MOUNTING 
• FR~E BASE PREPARATION 
~~~~GE $11500 
TOTAL PRICE IF 
BOUGHT '16671 SEPARATELY ........... . 
MAKE UP YOUR OWN SKI PACKAGE 
FROM ANY OF OUR 
OTHER STOCK 
,, 
10D/o OFFI 
FINEST CROSS COUNTRY 
SKI EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE 
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES. 
2421 SAN PEDRO NE 
884-5113 
hand manipulated otor-tinted 
Vandyke brown prints. 
Bjork received her bachelor's of 
fine arts degree from the University 
of Oklahoma. Her exhibition 
consists of paintings which are 
delicately tinted collages. 
Norton majof'.!d in history at 
Lake Forest College in lllinois, 
earning his master's of liberal arts 
degree at Harvard. His works 
encompass whimsical, garrishly 
colored still life paintings. 
Acevado received her bachelor's 
of art at Virginia Commenwealth 
University and presently teaches 
commercial art at TVI. Her works 
range from sculpture to 
photgraphically generated graphics 
and deal with the handicapped. 
Cohen recieved her B.A. in 
American studies at Yale and a 
M.A. in photography at UNM. She 
is exhibiting a series of black and 
white, close-up photographic 
portraits. 
Reck received his B.A. from the 
University of Maryland. His works 
are photographs of graffiti-laden 
walls that try to capture the peculiar 
lighting of such "natural 
phonomena." 
Makeu of Hand ~· 
lndlon Jew•lry 
&lOTOWif 
BALLROOM DANCING 
International Styl~ 
Group lessons covering Imperial Society Amateur medal 
test requirmenls and preparation for professional exams. 
Special rates to those amafeurmedallists who are already 
100% pass record for 20years. ~ teaching. We have maintained a • 
For Additional Information Call265-4890 ~ 
J 
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Oldest Sex Sytnbol, Mae West, Dies Up 
tserriee 
HOL.L.YWOOD (UPI) - Actress 
Mae West, the voluptuous "come 
up and see me sometime" sex queen 
of the 19;30s, died Saturday 
morning in her elegant Hollywood 
apartment. She was 88. 
A Police Department spokesman 
said the actress died of apparent 
natural causes. Miss West had been 
released from Good Samaritan 
Hospital earlier this month after 
three months of care for a stroke 
and a concussion. She had been 
admitted in August after a fall and 
suffered the stroke while in the 
hospital. 
Miss West's age has long been a 
matter of debate in the film colony, 
She claimed to be 88, but Dr. Jules 
Stein, founder of the MCA show 
business conglomerate, says he met 
Miss West when he was 18 and she 
was 26. He played violin for her act 
in Chicago and unsucessfully tried 
to date her. Stein says he is 84 today 
which would have made Mae West 
92 years old. 
"Mae West should be remem-
bered as a special and unique 
person in the entertainment world 
and I'm sure she'll go down in 
history as such," said actor 
Anthony Quinn said. "She 
launched my career and gave me 
confidence as an actor. I will be 
eternally grateful." 
Quinn said Miss West gave him 
his start in show business in 1936 
when she cast him the stage 
production of "Clean Beds" at the 
Hollytown Theater in Los Angeles. 
The husky-voiced actress with the 
hour-glass figure had a fabulous 
and stormy career that made her 
name a household word and earned 
her a fortune. Exhibiting a 37-27-37 
figure clothed in what she called a 
"sex personality," she earned a flat 
$450,000 a picture during the peak 
of her popularity in the 1930s. 
The vintage sex queen came out 
of seclusion in 1970 to appear in 
"Myra Breckinridge," her first 
motion picture since "The Heat's 
On" in !943. "Myra" was another 
sex film, but with a different slant. 
The movie was a bomb, but Miss 
West charmed her audiences- the 
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren of her first fans. 
Far from acting the dumb blonde 
in her films, Miss West made her 
mark as a world-wise sexpot who 
caused the most innocent words to 
drip with sexual implications, Miss 
West's explosive sex appeal 
overflowed from what she implied 
rather than what she did. 
In the 10 film~ she appeared in, 
she was never allowed to kiss her 
leading men. Moviemakers saw to it 
Miss West was displayed in fluffy 
and lacy low-cut gowns, often 
lounging on a divan or bed. 
During World War II her buxom 
figure inspired the Royal Air Force 
to name inflated life jackets worn 
by airmen "Mae Wests." 
A playwright as well as an ac-
tress, Miss West first gained fame 
on the New York stage where her 
plays and performances were both 
condemned as being "too sexy" 
and praised for their wit and 
daring. 
Born Aug. 17, 1892, in Brooklyn, 
N.Y., Miss West broke into 
vaudeville at age 5. A year later she 
joined a Brooklyn stock company 
and began getting comedy and 
dancing roles. She became one of 
the original shimmy dancers. 
Miss West's first big break came 
in the 1920s on Broadway where she 
achieved a certain notoriety as a 
daring playwright and actress. In 
1927 she hit the headlines with 
"Sex," a play that ran for more 
than two years. 
She moved to Hollywood and in 
1931 starred in "Night After 
Night." Her biggest box-office hit 
was "She Done Him Wrong," 
opposite Cary Grant. It was in this 
movie that she picked up the im· 
mortal line, "Come up and see me 
sometime." Another film with 
long-remembered words was "My 
Little Chickadee" with comcoian 
W.C. Fields. 
"Diamond Lil," a play she wrote 
and performed in during her 
Broadway days, was revived inl949 
when she returned to Broadway for 
a repeat performance. The critics 
loved it and gave her rave reviews. 
A family spokesman said ten-
tative funeral plans include a 
memorial service in Hollywood 
within a few days, followed by 
burial in Brooklyn, N.Y., where she 
was born. 
lleadllne for LIP SF.RVIC!ll Is noon the 
day b<•forc the announrement Js to run. 
The Fall Film Series preseni.B 
Monday, Nov. 24 at 7 P.nd B:!JO p.m., 
uom:o on One". 
AH~odu.Uon Cor CompuUn;g 1\fn.c:•hlnor.}' 
- is holding a rolloqulm on Tuesday, 
Nov. 25 ut 7 p.m. In Humanltles42R. lJro. 
Stanley Ste!nbet•g will talk on "Sym. 
boll<' Manlpulntlon o( Dlff~I'('ntlal 
Jo>qual!ons and Integra.! r'a.lculus." 
AmerkM Mn.rketlng Asssoelutlon -
welromes Ms. Jomm Heller from 
Mountain Bell Marl<ethlg Dept. Ms. 
llt•llor w!ll speak ut the All!!Prson 
Schools of Managen1ent on Tuesdo.y. 
Nov. 25 at8p.m.ln room 100. 
The Chicago Art Ensemble played Saturday night at the Kimo Theatre In downtown Albuquerque. 
Brought to the southwest during their 30·city American tour by the New Mexico Jazz Workshop, the 
band opened the Workshop's 1980.81 "New Music Series." (Photo by Beti Martinez) 
Holman·s Has a Gift for You • • 
BIC CHRISTMAS SAVINCS on Calculators/ 
Printers and Entertaining Learning Aids. 
Now's the t1me lo save on that calculalor lor the profess,onal or 
studenl on your Chnstmas list. Take the guess work out of which 
calculator or professional aid to giVe with a gift certificale from 
Holman's, or just treat yourself to our Holiday Specials. 
Alphanumeric full 
r~Zo-.n. ... ..,, .. ..,,."'"" Programmable 
with Continuous Memory 
Up 10 400 Lines of Program MemoJy. 
Expandable up to 2,000 lines, 
•• • 1• 130 Built·ln Funclions, 
63 Registers of Data S!Orage. 
Regular $150.00 
$129.95 
t I o 0' 
Advanced Programmable 
Scientific with Continuous • 
Memory 
Up to 370 programmable key strokes, label 
Indirect Branching, 6 Subroutine Levels, 12 
New "Solve" Key, and New "Integrate" Key. 
Christmas StJecials . .. 
Regular 
HP·32E ••• , •••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• s 10.00 
HP·33C ······~········••·••••••• ........ . $110.00 
HP·37E ................................ s 75.00 
HP-67 •••••••••••• ..- ..................... $375.00 
HP-97 ••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••• i $750.00 
HP·82104A Card Reader fro HP·41C .. $ 2i5.00 
HP·82143A Prinler for HP41C ........ $ 3B5.00 
HP-85 Personal Computer ....... $3250.00 
Sale Price 
$59.50 
$93.50 
$59.95 
$299.95 
$624.95 
$189.95 
$339.95 
$2895.00 
A complete computation system In one small package. 
HP·38C 
Regular $150.00 
$129.95 
Advanced Financial 
Programmable with 
Continuous Memory 
-~ .--~---- -- TEXAS INSTRUMENTS I''!CORPORI\T£ 0 . Tl·1750 Regular $25.00 
~­
.. . ..... 
~ri!i:i:J!l 
aliiliill•n 
am n-1 in f ~1Pl 
Ca ~41lY1 m r-1 
ac 01 rn rn r:-r 
amr-11£1r 1 
$19.95 
Pencillhin and smaller !han a 
wallel, we1gh1ng only 2'' ot 
Performs most needed math 
!unctions. Add.Qns. D1scounls. 
Square Reels, Percentages II 
has 4 key memory. Comes '" 
brown vmyl wallellolder wilh 
pad and onsert pockets for 
bus1ness cards 
Tl·58C 
Regular $130.00 
$99.95 
Advanced Programmable 
Calculator with 
Solid Slate Software Library 
Up to 460 Program Sleps. Up lo 
60 Memones, Br~ght 12·Character LED 
• • Display, 10 User Def1ned Label Keys. 
TI·BA f 
Regular $25.00 • ;,.., 
' On Sale $19.95 
Business/Financial Calculator 
Bright &Digit LED Display, Amortization, 
Deprecla!lon, Annuilles, and Percentages 
.. 
• 
• 
CALCULATORS/ 
PRINTERS Reg. On Sale LEARNING AIDS Reg. On Sale 
TI·30 ................. s22.00 $ 14.95 Little Professor ...... $15.00 $11.95 
Tl-35 ................. $25.00 $19.95 Data man .............. $ 25.00 $ 19.95 
Tl-50 ................. $40.00 $ 34.95 Spelling Bee ......... $ 40.00 $ 29.95 
Tl-55 ................. S4p.oo $ 34.95 Mr. Challenger ....... s 40.00 $ 29.95 
Tl·59 ................ $300.00 $239.95 Math Marvel. ........ s 35.00 $ 29.95 
PC 10QC .......... s22s.oo $199.95 Speak/Spell .......... s 75.00 $ 59.95 
BA II Executive s 50.00 $ 44.95 
Tl-5015 .............. s7soo $59.95 
Speak!Math .......... s gs.oo $ 79.95 
Speak!Read .......... $%.00 $84.95 
Tl·5040 .... .. .. . ... S11s.oo $ 89.95 Language Tutor .... $16000 $159.95 
HOURS: MON. • FRI. 6:00 to 5:30 
SATURDAY 6:30 to 4:30 
Quantities limited to Items In stock. 
Holman's is the place tur 
gilt certificates lor the 
professional on your list. 
HDLMAN'S~ Engineering & Drafting Supplies 
Technical & Medical Books • Maps 
Surveying Equipment and Complete Repairs 
Sale ends 12131/80 
., 
;~ 
~ ~ 
'i 
~~ 
,j 
'I 
-J 
' ) 
• 
401 WYOMING NE•266•7981 VISA 
MASTERCARD 
AMERICAN EXPRESS 
• 
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Sports 
The Lobos Need A Gipper 
l'uulu Eu~ley 
SJ)ort~ Editor 
The San Diego Stadium was not 
racked, but the faithful were there. 
'1 he stadium was draped with signs 
sa yin[.~, "We love you Claude," and 
''Keep Claude." 
Claude is Claude Gilbert, the 
head football coach at San Diego 
State, who was fired on Tuesday. 
But C'l<tude was someone else on 
Saturday night - he W<IS the 
(iippcr. 
Claude's team started the game 
playing in the style that a team 
doc~. when winning one for the 
( iipper. In the beguming they could 
do no wron~: and New Mexico 
L'ould do no right, UNM's Sammy 
Parrish fumbled the opening 
~kkol'f return and thi:' Aztecs 
pl.-ked the hall up, for the Gipper 
••l course, mill at 12:31 took it in 
tnt a touchdown. 
II this loot hall game were to he a 
tJUc·tolifc (iippcr story, one thing 
would haw to be changed, Lobo 
li m·ha•kcr ll(lb Shupryt would have 
'" h~ r~Jtllll~d. he played us if' he 
\\t'f'C \\ inni II).! lliiC fm the ( jj pper, 
">an J)i,:ro State quartcrba~k 
Matt Kofler did not come into the 
game expecting to carry his weight 
plus that of Shupryt, but that is 
how it happened, Shupryl has seven 
quarterback sacks and was in on 15 
tackles, this following a three week 
recovery period for a sprained 
ankle. There are no two ways about 
it, he stole the Gipper show and 
played brilliantly. 
San Diego went ahead in the first 
quarter 14-0. Quarterback Robin 
<Jabriel, who was 23 of 46 attempts 
for 247 yards on the night, lr.d a 
successful scoring drive and gave 
the ball to tailback Jimmy Sayers 
on the one, who took it in to put 
New Mexico on the board. The 
extra point attempt failed, 
!.ate in the second quarter Lobo 
defensive back Larry Lawler in· 
tcrceptcd a San Diego pass and 
returned it 14 yards. A few plays 
later Gabriel took the ball in for the 
Lobos' second touchdown. The 
two-point conversion pass was 
intercepted. 
In the third quarter, the Aztecs 
scored another touchdown, the 
wore now 24-12. In the nell! drive 
Gabriel connected wide receiver 
Ricky Martin with a 44 yard touch· 
HEADING NORTH? 
SKI RENTALS AND TUNE-UPS 
NEW QUALITY EQUIPMENT FEATURING: 
* Dynastar Skis 
* Salomon Step-in Bindings with Ski Brakes 
• Raichle Boots 
Where Are We? 
OnWayToTram 
On Way To Santa Fe, Taos, Etc. 
Take San Maleo/Osuna E)(it 1 !lz Mile North on E. Frontage Rd, 
A 
D'-#NFI!I:TRR 
822-1152 
.'\ 
down pass. Placekicker Pete Parks 
kicked the extra point, 
The touchdown reception by 
Martin was the 16th of his career, a 
new school record, The old record 
was 15 held by Preston Dennard. 
A field goal by Parks brought the 
score to 24-22. 
In the closing moments of the 
game New Mexico moved the ball 
to give Parks a chance at a 34-yard 
field goal attempt, and an attempt 
to win the game, The kick was 
blocked by San Diego's John 
Moore. 
Track Coach 
Is Optimistic 
Jim Moore 
A "guarded optimism" is how 
Tony Sandoval, head coach of the 
UNM women's track and field 
team, described his feelings on the 
upcoming season. 
Coach Sandoval said there are 
"more athletes than ever before" 
on the team this year, including 
returning All-Americans Loretta 
Chavez. and Lyn Brasher, and 
school record holders in the 100 and 
200 meter dash Peggy Martinez and 
Pam Guiterrez, respectivly, 
Joining the veterans are fresh· 
man Connie Malory, Robertta 
Touchin and Chris Wooton run-
ning the long distances, and 
Amanda Fields, Michelle Mathias 
and Charlotte Zephrin in the 
middle distances and relays. 
Another top recruit is Wendy 
Westeguard, running the 800-1,500 
meter races. 
Forming a "strong team of 
distances runners and sprinters," 
these women have their work cut 
out for them due to a tougher 
schedule than in previous seasons. 
i i 
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Soloist Category 
A member of the UNM Lacrosse Club gets the ball away from two 
Arizona players during a match on Saturday. (Photo by Randy 
Montoya) 
Track powerhouses UTEP, 
Arizona State, Stanford and 
Kansas State are only a few teams 
the women face this year. 
April will be a very busy month, 
with meets on successive week-ends 
ir, Berkeley, Tempe, and El Paso, 
The team will finish the month with 
a five-team meet at home on April 
25. The season will close in Los 
Angeles on June 14-15 with the 
Senior AAU National Track and 
Field Championships. 
On the field side of the team, 
Coach Sandoval said he feels the 
team b "thin." Cathy Tyksinsky, 
who also runs the relays, joins 
freshman Wendy Gray in the high 
jump and long jump. Muff Reinert, 
a. member of the UNM women's 
basketball team, throws the javalin 
for Coach Sandoval. Last year 
Reinert placed an impressive second 
at Regionals, after a late start due 
to the overlapping basketball and 
track schedules. Terry Halleck 
throws the shot. Coach Sandoval 
said "she could be a heckuva a 
thrower," and the tough season 
ahead should bring out the best in 
her. 
We would like to thank all the Talent Show 
participants and the following finalists. 
Band Category 
1st place: STP 
Steven Chavez 
Thomas White 
Pedro Hernandez 
2nd place: Oblivion 
Billy Armijo 
Randy Armijo 
Danny Winters 
Don Gadomski 
1st Place: Richard Hannemunn 
2nd Place: Norman Everett 
3rd Place: Martin Rachford 
Instrumental Category 
1st Place: Randy Rane 
2nd Place: Antonio Herrera 
Comedy Category 
1st Place: Wayne Cormack 
2nd Place: The L.A. Players 
Thank You 
We are also grateful to the following businesses 
in the UN M area Who donated prizes to the contest. 
The Student Bookstore The Popular Entertainment Committee 
Mae Wynn's- Olympic Shoes Plus- The Guitar Shop 
- The Turquoise Shop 
Gwyn's Place Campus Auto Parts- Pipe & Tabacco Road- California outlet 
Ray's Pizza- Pizza City- Mountains & Rivers -The General Store- The Living Batch 
Special thanks to the judges 
~ 
I 
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Winners of the College Master Award, sponsored by Fidelity Union Life Insurance Company and 
presented monthly to outstanding athletes, are; Tommy Annour, UNM Men's Golf Team, Loretta 
Chavez, women's cross country team, Connie Rieg/emann, women's cross country team and Brad 
Wright, UNM quarterback. Also pictured is Mari True, the College Master Representative. (Photo by 
Linda Williams) 
Athlete's Peiformances Honored 
With the College Master Award 
The College Master Award is 
sponsored by Fidelity Union Life 
Insurance Company for the out-
standing male and female athlete of 
the month at the University of New 
Mexico, 
The winners of the award for 
September are Brad Wright and 
Connie Rieglemann. 
Wright quarterbacked the UNM 
football team until he broke his 
collarbone in the game against 
Hawaii and was sidelined for the 
duration of the season. One of his 
best performances was the game 
against BYU, in which New Mexico 
upset the WAC cham pions. 
Rieglemann, a freshman member 
of the women's cross country team, 
won two meets during September 
and was a large factor in the teams 
upset over UTEP. 
The winners of the award for 
October are Tommy Armour and 
Loretta Chavez. 
Armour, a member of the UNM 
men's golf team, won the individual 
title in the Dick McGuire 
Invitational, held at the UNM 
South Course. His performance on 
the last day of the tourney helped 
UNM win the team title. 
Chavez, also a member of the 
cross country team, finished well at 
the regional meet and qualified for 
the AlA W Nationals in Seattle. 
Chavez was also honored as a 
member of the All-Regional team, 
In Seattle Chavez finished in 71 st 
place out of 317 runners. 
63o7 Menaul NE 
Albuquerque,NM 
505/881-5223 
1980CROSS 
COUNTRY 
SKI PACKAGES 
PA£JUGEq· 
Karhu Lahti Ski 
Alpina Boot 
Rotafella or 
75.00 
39.50 
Troll Binding 13.00 
Excel Pole 10,00 
Regular.Price 137.50 
Paek•r Pwle.e 99.00 
PACHAG£#:3 
Fischer Europa 
Glass Ski 
AlpinaBoot 
Rott.afella or 
90.00 
39.50 
Troll Binding 13.00 
Excel Pole · 10.00 
Regular Price 152.50 
Paekage Prlee :ue.oo 
PA£1UGE*8 
Trak Nowax Ski 
Alptna Boot 
Rottafella or 
85.00 
39.50 
'froll Binding 13.00 
Excel Pole 10.00 
Regular Price 147.50 
Paok•r Prtee l.09.oo 
PACiiAG£*4 
Trak Rallye Ski 
(waxless) 
AlpinaBoot 
Rottafella or 
95.00 
39.50 
Troll Binding 13.00 
Excel Pole 10.00 
Regular Price 157.50 
Paekage Prlee 07.50 
Includes mounting and hot wax:. 
S!U.ES • SEillTJC£ • REl'WTALS 
I ...,.. ·-- . ,., ) "' -- ,:~ 
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First Win for Women 
Ernest Montoya 
The UNM women's basketball 
team won its first game of the 
season Saturday night by knocking 
off West Texas State 94·72 in the 
Canyon Basketball Classic in 
Canyon, Texas, 
The Lobos were led in the attack 
by Sherri Moore, a 5-foot, 10-inch 
junior who transferred to UNM 
from Mesa Junior College, 
Moore pumped in 21 points, 16 
of them in the second half. 
Lisa Wedekind, co-captain on 
the Lobo team, sank 20 points and 
led the UNM attack in the first half 
by scoring 17, 
The win gave UNM a third place 
finish in the four-team classic. 
On Friday's opening round, 
UNM fell to Wayland Baptist, 100-
78. 
The Lobos were led in the scoring 
by Muff Rienert with 19 points. 
In the game against Wayland, the 
Lobos had 44 turnovers, but held 
Wayland's All-American, Janie 
Denton, to five points, 
"Wayland had tremendous 
depth, and they were much more 
experienced than us," said Lobo 
coach Doug Hoselton. "We were 
the first team to come within 22 
points of Wayland this year." 
Hoselton also said one of the 
reasons the Lobos had trouble 
against Wayland was because they 
could not handle the press. 
"We are inexperienced against 
the press. just plain inexperienced, 
but we are maturing to it" said 
Hoselton, The Lobos as a 
team shot 51 percent from the floor 
over the weekend in comparison to 
the 31 percent they could shoot in 
their season opener against 
Amarillo a couple of weeks ago. 
"We are striving on inside 
shooting," said Hoselton. "We 
should be shooting in the high 
40's." 
The Lobos will be hosting their 
own Lobo Invitational this week as 
they play Northern Arizona at 4 
p.m. in the opening round on 
Friday, 
The other opening round game, 
featuring Arizona and lllinois, will 
begin at 2 p,m. 
The consolation and cham-
pionship games will be played on 
Saturday at 2 p.m. and 4 p,m, 
respectively. All games in the 
tourney will be played at University 
Arena, 
JUST ARRIVED ... 
BASKETBALL SHOES 
15°/o OFF 
OFFER G.OOD TILL DEC.10, 1980. 
*shoe resoling* 
2210 CENTRAL SE 256-0428 
FRYE 
BOOTS 
Ladie's & Men's 
20°/o 
Off 
lobo 
men's 
shop 
2120 Central SE 
r 
' 
• 
Sports 
" 
pz ... _____ _ 
Matt Segura 
The turkey (Norman Trujillo) gets a jump on the participants of the 3rd Annual Turkey Trot which 
was run on Saturday. (Photo by Randy Montoya) 
Trot Winner Had Expected Win 
Nick Greenwalt Segura is rated nationally in 
marathon running and has run in 
Matt Segura, a long distance the Boston Marathon, finishing in 
runner at UNM from 1972 until thetop100inl978. 
1976, won the fourth annual 3-mile Angela Briscoe had the fastest 
Turkey Trot sponsored by the women's time with 18.16. 
Intramural Department on Briscoe was a highly rated cross-
Saturday with a time of 15.06 country runner in England a few 
minutes. years ago and is now running for 
Segura, who is now running with the New Mexico Track Club. 
Track Club Southwest, said, "I · There were five age categories for 
expected to win, My training has men and women divided into UNM 
been going pretty good, I've run runners and non-UNM runners. 
against most of these guys, and I The first place winners are: 
felt pretty good when I woke up this UNM-Men: 17-20, Anthony 
morning." Maes; 21-26, Marlow Eldridge; 27-
37, Ron McCurley; 38-49, Richard 
Harris; 50 and over, Sam Stearns. 
UNM-Women: 17-20, Julie 
Andrews; 21-26, Patti Kaufman; 
27-37, Janeen Hill; 38-49, Jean 
Lawton; 50 and older, Ne1ma Kelly. 
Non UNM-Men: 17 and under, 
Micah Comstock; 18·25, Danny 
Maestas; 26-35, Matt Segura; 36-
45, William Trebloski; 46 and 
older, Harry Little. 
Non UNM-Women: 17-and-
under, Debra Efroymson; 18-25, 
Judy Wooton; 26-35, Angela 
Briscoe: 36-45, Grace Thompson; 
46 and over, Mercedes Cravens. 
---~-----· ----·-----:--------:--~:-------;;:==================, 
Store Hours: 
Mon.· Thurs. 9·6 
Friday 9·8 
Saturday 10·5 
NIKONEM 
Save up 
to s14o•• 
with the 
REED'S 
BONUS 
BOOK 
• EM with lens ................. 519805 
• EM with lens & winder ••••.•.•• '249" 
• EM with lens & flash .••••••.••• "249" 
Hoffmantown Shopping Center 
!\ 
• Totally automatic exposures-just 
focus & shoot! 
• Amazingly light and compact· 
easy to use anywhere, anytime. 
• Exclusive automatic SONIC alert 
system assures best exposure 
automatically. 
EM CAMERA PACKAGE 
INCLUDES: 
• 50mm 11.8 Nikon 
series E Lens 
• Nikon SB·E 
Thyristor Flash 
• Nikon MD·E 
Motor Drive 
All this only •.• 
... ~ 
~.-~ 
{'1. .jr it~~~ 
Laba Classified• 
Da l:he Trick 
We rent top name 
demo skis 
so you can 
get the feel of it 
before you buy. 
Our rates are 
reaso·nable, 
so come try. 
"'~~ ... 
Hours: 
Mon·Fri 10·9 
Sat 10·6 
Sun 1·5 
Fair Plaza Shopping Center 
(lomas and San Pedro) 
265·6549 
I 
4 
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Which beer tasted better? 
Ala Impossible question? 
No. The answer is, the beer on the right tasted better. The suds are 
the tipoff. The head lacing the glass on the right has what brewers 
call"cling:· Its tendency to cling to the glass tells /-~v--.,. 
you that the brewer didn't skimp on the ~........,.. .: •.. 
hops.And that it tasted better. ' 
Ever taste a beer with no "hop" to It? 
Hops give a beer its zing. Too little hops 
leaves a beer lifeless. Too much hops 
makes a beer bite. 
But choose a beer with the right 
proportion of hops to barley malt, and 
your beer will be lively and refreshing. 
Yet, still go down nice and smooth. 
Does ycrar beer have "~?" 
To check for "cling:· you need a glass that's "beer dean:· (Never used 
for milk or soft drinks, never washed .in soap~) 
Pour your beer down the center of the glass to form a 3/4 inch 
head. See if it leaves rings of foam as you drink. But don't stop at the 
"cling" test. Make this a full-fledged taste test. 
•NolP: uHerr~clean" ~lasr,rtt .-,lwu/J br ••'ttc.ll•'d U'lflt delet~fml. U.ttt~l' sei•Pral tm:eo; m ~·pr_" ht"!f 
1rater. At~" drv nnl11 Nl't'Pr U<tf' u lnw,•l. 
Can you recognize your beer by the taste? 
Probably just 1 beer drinker in 3 can pick his beer 
out of a group of three. You tty. Pour your brand and 
two other leading beers- a Schlitz, Bud or a Miller-
into identical glasses. Have a friend switch them 
around. As you drink each beer, not only check it for 
its "cling;· but rate its taste characteristics from 1 to 10 
on the flavor scale. Now comes the real test 
Tell your friend which beer is yours. 
:1 
li 
!I 
!'! d ,, 
'I 
i 
'I ~ 
Did your choice surprise you? 
Something like 2 out of3 beer drinkers don't pick their brapd. 
And that surprises them. A lot of them pick Schlitz instead. 
That doesn't surprise us.1Wo years ago a master brewer, Frank 
Sellinger, came to Schlitz. Today he is the Chief Executive Officer 
and today's Schlitz is the smoothest beer he's ever brewed. Taste it 
against yours. The resufts may surprise you. 
Ref...shlng 
Too 
bitter 
Fun 
bodied 
Watef)' 
Smooth 
Biting 
r.:~mbers C!' each scale from 1 to 10 
Mild FuN fllvofed 
Bland 
Beer=1 :$ ________________ _ 
Bee•=2rs _________________________ __ 
Bee• =3 :s 
(}"'odGy's Schlitt. 
Goforitl 
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Sports 
Memories of Football 
The last football game of the 
1980 season has been played, all 
that's left are the memories, and 
some injuries. This season was an 
experience for the players, as they 
won some games and lost some 
games. The game that will be 
remembered by the fans and the 
players is the game against BYU. 
Looking back the players will 
remember the new coaching staff, 
the new attitude of the team, and 
how proud they were to be the 
Lobo football team. 
CLOCKWISE: 
Linebacker Bob Slmpryt, who 
led the defense this season, tackles a 
San Diego player. Against the 
Aztecs Shupryt has seven quar-
terback sacks and was in on 15 
tackles. 
UNM player Nathan Ham 
watches a play from the sidelines. 
The UNM offense jumps into 
action against San Diego. 
UNM cheerleader Vurne Bobbs 
shows his spirit during the game. 
UNM quarterback Robin Gabriel 
concentrates on what head coach 
Joe Morrison is saying during a 
time out. 
A banner at the San Diego 
Stadium tells one of the winningest 
coaches in college football how the 
fans feel about him. 
(Photos by Paula Easley) 
.. 
. ' 
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• SANDIA PEAK SKI BEAR 
• 
• "SEZ" 
Lobo Volleyball Coach 
Named Coach of Year 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
"GO FOR IT!" 
Buy Season Ski/Tram Tickets 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
•• 
Ernest Montoyu 
The UN!\! women's volleyball 
team ended its Cinderella se'ason 
Saturday by finishing fourth in the 
Intermountain Conference 
Regional playoffs. 
In the process, UNM Head 
Coach Mike Hebert was named 
lntennountain Coach of the Year 
and Kim Hicks was named to the 
All-Conference team. 
The Lobos opened the regional 
playoffs by stunning the second-
seeded team, Utah. The Lobos 
knocked off Utah by scores of 16-
14, 15-8,7-15 and 15-12. 
The 11in then assured the Lobos a 
spot in the semifinals, but they still 
had to battle Brigham Young. 
In the match against Brigham 
Young, the Lobos were ousted by 
the Cougars, 12-15,6-15, 15-17. 
As the semifinals began, the 
Lobos battled the top-seeded team 
in the playoffs, Utah State and were 
defeated 3-15,6-15, 15-!7. 
The Lobos still had a glimmer of 
hope to make it to nationals with an 
at-large berth, and took on the 
BYC team once again. 
The Lobos made the match 
imcresting by winning the second 
game 15-6 after having lost the first 
game l:t-9. 
In the third game BYU showed 
no mercy to the Lobos, beating 
them 15-3. 
In the fourth game UNM fell 
behind 12-4, but fought back to tie 
the game at 15-15. Br'C then won 
the game 17-15. 
Hebert said he was pleased \Vith 
the way the team played at 
regionals and that the Lobos had 
suprised many of the opponents 
they had played not only at 
regionals but throughout the 
season. 
Hebert then received his suprise 
as he was named the Coach of the 
Year. 
"l was suprised to receive the 
honor," said Hebert, "especially 
si nee it came from the other 
coaches." 
This year the Lobos won six 
conference games under Hebert, 
while Lobo teams in the last four 
years combined could manage only 
six wins among them. 
The Lobos finished 11ith a 6-4 
record in coafernce and 13-20 
overall. 
Hicks, who was nanted to the 
All-Conference team, is a junior 
and came to UN!\-1 from Big Bear 
Lake, California; he was the Lobo 
team captain. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
NOW 
Reduced Rates Until Nov. 30th 
NEW CHAlRllFT ,.I.ND GREATLY INCREASED UPHILL CAPACITY 
EQUAL 
MpRE SKIING FOR YOUR SEASON TICKET DOLLAR 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• : SANDIA PEAK SKI COMPANY 
• #1 0 Tramway Loop NE : 
• TO ORDER CALL OUR OFFICE • Phone ~9585 • 
··········~···································· 
PACKAGE #1 
Silva Huski ski 
Silva Risberg boot 
Trol 1 binding 
Liljedahl pole 
Mount bindings 
qeq. Price 
s 96.50 
s 34.95 
s 13. 50 
s 1 2. 50 
s 
Deportation Started Against 
Two Harlem Globetrotters 
9611 MENAUL 81.VD. NE 
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87112 
293-9725 
PACKAGE :!2 
Req. ?,.ice 
SAO PACLO, Brazil (UPI) -
Brazihan police have opened 
deportation proceedings against 
111 o Harlem Globetrotter basketball 
stars accused of possessing cocaine 
and marijuana. 
Sam Lee Drummer, 24, of 
Muncie, Ind., and Rickey Wayne 
Bro11n, 25, of Houston, were 
arrested Nov. 14 on an anonymous 
tip to Sao Paulo police. 
Inspector Aranha Peixe said 
Friday a deportation order could be 
signed by President Gen. Joao 
Baptista Figueiredo in I 0 or 12 
days. 
Drummer and Brown were 
charged with possessing cocaine 
and marijuana allegedly found in 
their rooms at Sao Paulo's Hilton 
Hotel. Drummer is also charged 
with the theft of hotel cutlery, Peixe 
said. 
Drummer and Brown were 
arrested during a Brazilian tour by 
the Harlem Globetrotters. The rest 
of the team has since left Sao Paulo 
to continue its South American 
tour. 
UNM'S LITERARY AND FlNEARTS MAGAZINE 
Conceptions 
$2.00 
Do You Need 
Cash? 
Earn s20.00 a week 
Donate Twice Weekly 
Blood 
Plasma 
Donor Center 
Bam-2:30pm 
Tue<,day - Saturday 
Doctor in 
rc'lidcncc 
842-6991 
" 
'I 
H ti 
! l 
'I 
~ 
Southwest 
Marron Hall131 
* Our price 515°0 
Who would go lo a ba<oe' ... ~: 
thargeo; $55 for a halrc~t' Pa~ 
Newman, Peter Lav.ford. Rtcha~d B~­
jamin, Paul Anka. Lee Mar.ir. '•tc"'ae 
Sarrazin and Richard JaekeL are l'-'S' 
some of the notables and ce:ebr:•;es 
who have their hair cut b, Jirr; 
. Mcrkham. 
And now you, too. can get ~o-..1: 
hair cut with the Ma-kham S;~e In· 
novator Method for SJ y.:; !a lo1 .ess 
than $.55). The M<f'kham S•,:e 1r-
novator Method Shop ;'S1ed ~:OJ. d· 
fers you styling expertise a~d mej>;cd; 
developed by Jim ~ark!:am. lr:- ada> 
firm they're e-Kcl!.lsi;.-e sc<:rces o' •:--e 
rnuch·wanleq Ma•ki:a~ S!:,. e In-
novator Gru6rtir;:g P"c!! ... ~s L-:! ... Go? 
yrJIJr~elf. 
r-----~--------., I S3.00 I 
i Off i 
I '· ·· ·- " I 
I "'= I 
I (;!l~gZ;tJ.'"~-:i": ·:: -~~: I 
I ,, - .. ·-. -· -- I ~z;, --j= .1t e: -= __ " . L.----------.;.,----..1 
-~·' . .. . '• 
, ··~ l . 
• 
Bonna 2000 skl 
Silva Risberg boot 
L i 1 j edah 1 poI e 
Tro 11 bindings 
Mount bindings 
s 110.00 
s 3il.95 
s 
s 
s 
12.50 
13.50 
5.75 
$176.70 
$129.95 Package Price! 
The $55 Haircut 
r-------n•r a whole lot less! 
~ 
Uaisu Hair Dealp Ceater 
Unisex Haircraft Skincare and Prod oct Centre 
255-0166 262-1010 
7804 Centra I S E (ben.een V.i,oming & louisiana) 
.. 
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1. Personals 
lli>)NNIS ANIJ SCOTT: Don't bt• such 
~l!'!tnf!,'l'rs! !•'rom 11. long forgotten 
"'rllllmJ>I>r~'budct~ .. oo• -~----·-- 11/24 
l<'OH lVlLl.IJ>J, WHI•:RI•JVEH. you a1•e. 
J'rPfHl on rl'h'ftrclles~; tnk~ care. '!'ell me 
all about It wh1•n I gt•l out there In a 
munUtordO._ ..... -·-----__ 11/26 
AM l•JH!CA N MARIU~'!'ING 
ASHOCIATION WlJlllold tills sc~mester's 
g<•rwral c•l!•<'llmtH today and tomorrow in 
AHM :m!l. I'ulcl mPmlll'rs only, please. 
11/24 
MAHIANNI•J itt;I<J- YtlU'-ltl~ uu::-n!cest 
!JI'I'<mn l'vP nwl at UNM. Happy 
Thankaglvlng. 11/24. 
·r.t•:. s. ·1;(iis-is TurnTrmtni£,-a:-;~suckY'' 
Hltuallon. I'll sprPad it but only if Its all 
till' WilY {,uv, ll.I•J oil. 11/24 
A HI' I•Jcl AL ri'I;;'{,Lo to our birdman 
rmm Korl'n, tlw mrct or Birds, Jeff and 
Tuny. 11/25 
MY l•'Hll•JNil TOMMY Is a conehead. 
ANk him wiUil u trlpll• Integral is. 
A H.M _ .. ____ U/25 
WI•: LOVI•: ll._K._ -1' L!i· 11/24 
Nl•:W !4HOW' PfHl'l'OO!UPHS by Ken 
Whitt• 1:-lmnll Gallttry 1. Mlxt.>d media 
''ll<>W 1 Lar~:•• Oallery). Opening 
l'to<·<•ptlon W;•dm•Hday, November 26, 
x llll p.m AHA Oalh•ry. downstairs SUB. 
--~- ---· 11/2_6 
:41<1 Tl 'NI<; I' I'H ;Lnd rt'llnlrs. Pr!'·S<'ason 
'1111't·lah ('all Hrltul. "ThP Ski Portor", 
J\I'(Jun :ipnrt!l, 7flll0 Ml'nnul N .E:. 884· 
filii! ~ ---· -~ _ _!,!{.;!_6 
1'17.;1,,\ <'l'l'Y :-li'I•X'IAL Om• sllce of 
du•t•s•• pizza and a dhml'r salad for $1.50 
wllll tltiH act 127 Harvard l:LI'J.. l.f! blork 
:.uulh uf ('t•ntrul. nood from 11/24/80 
lhl'llll!-lh l1 30,'1!(1, .. . . 11/26 
1 liHJ~-;. w vov htwt• thl'-timl', '{£ave 
tlw lll':lln• Hwlmml'r JOl'. 277·3073, room 
:mt. _ .~··· ~---~--- ~. 1211 
WilY !lll TOTALLY crazy? Before 
dm:Pd and flnr1!S' WN'It. getaway to Red 
HIVl'r •m 1 ll'l't•mbl'r Oth and 7th. Cost Is 
unlv $:Hl with llNM Ill. For more In· 
formalinn t•all Laul'll m· I,ydla; 277·6492 
nr 277 :~:12H. Hponllor!'d by tht' ASUNM 
'!'raw! <'ummlttN•. 11/25 
otm: N'I'Ai. ·· th>c-m. ·<··il'f.!Ai>~· -good. 
\l~:o. a dollar brt•akfast: Two t.>ggs, 
polalm•s. toalll. jam. JalrJno's Plnet'. 
f~IIXI ('l'!ltl'l\1 R K 255·9311. 11126 
t;())N<l oN- -HABIJ,\irt~~\I;·r·--Oldir 
••JmiiJPt•rinA" ~<tuch•nt and lmsbnnd want 
tn hnu•"• nit l'rott•t•t your homt.>. 
H<'ft'l't'lll'l'H. l'illi2!12-112G!J n!t!'r 3. 11i26 
mt.LY na,n; Wtlf.i·· ·· <·,;iJ,;('IJtllins 
:'.uuthwt•iil Is luulllng !Ol' yuu. l'h:•ns<' 
ntllll' hv llw nff!c·t• ... ___ !!,1_24 
l'll!o:ll~A!'«'Y '!'lo:~T!Nil & ('ClllN· 
o:t•:J,J:'><tl l'ht~tll'217·tlKI!I. . _ tf!l 
t'll!\i'J',\<"1'~···• I'OI,IHHINU'?? 
S!ll.t '!'IONS''" C;uwy Optlral <'Om· 
pan~· 2r.r. !i!HO. . _ . _ . . tfn 
1':\H~I'ClltT ANI>- Ii>~:-NTII•'H'I\.Tt()N 
pla>tu,; 3 fur .$u.(l0'! lowest pr!cl's In 
town' I•'a~1t. plt•aslng, m~nr tTNM. Call 
:.!G[i-2H4 m· roml' to 1717 Glrar·d Blvd. 
NM. ~ 
,\("<'! ;HA'l'I<~. lNF-i>I~~IATTON ABOl17 
l'untrut•t•ptlon. sterilization, abortion. 
Hight tu l'htlOse. 294·0171. tfn 
osi.Y $uio. TWO farm·frt•sh eggs, two 
humemadt• chl'mll'al free sausage 
paltiNI, two sllres of toast, free green 
l'hill. Open 7 a.m. Morning Glory Cafe. 
<'ornt>r llC Girard, Central and Monte 
Vista. 2f.R· 7040. 11/24 
lJAPPY I {mT tlu• new "fashion colour 
~:mdh•nt lt•ns tint" when I bought my 
Jlr<•st•rlptlon glasses. I love them. 
Payi.t•ss Opticians. InterMtlonal. 
1Arrmm the strel't from LaBelle's at 
OOI!I.~t~~~-aull.260-2600. tfn 
2. Lost&Fotmd 
FOUND: GRAY PLASTIC, mirror lens 
glasses In Journallsm Building. on 
ll/20. Claim at 131 Marron Hall. 12/2 
I<~OUND: IN PARKING lot across from 
University: black pair of gloves. Come 
to Marron Hall131 to claim. 12/2 
I~OlJNI): SMALL, WHI'rltJ lamb (with 
rattlt>. Inside) near Woodward Hall on 
11/20. Clalm at 131 Marron Hall. 12/2 
l~OUND: ROOKWE:LL CALCULATOR 
'l'WO BLOCKS TO UNM. Large, fur. 
nlshcd studio apartments. $175/month, 
Includes utilities. 222 Maple N.E. 
Manager In unit two. 243-1550. 11/26 
THE CITADEL-SUPERB location near 
UNM & downtown. Bus service every 30 
minutes. 1 bedroom or efficiency, from 
$205. All utllltles paid. Deluxe kitchen 
with dishwasher & disposal, recreation 
room, swimming pool, TV room & 
laundry. Adult complex, no pets. 1520 
University N .E. 243·2494. tfn In brown case; name of Unda S. on Ntse. Claim at 131 Marron Hall. 11/24 
J;;{}l)ND: FI<;MALE SAINT Bernard 5 
puppy In area of Harvard and Central. • For Sale 
ContadHumane Society. 255-5523. 11/24 -------------
3. Services 
HWY GUYS, GALS, moms and dads. A 
unique Christmas gift-Santa will read 
a story and present a kiss to a loved one 
for only $5.00. Various Santa services 
available. Call the North Pole at 299-
0447 for cool Ideas. 11/24 
TYPING-EXPERIENCED ALL 
phases College work. 292-4300,293-7547. 
12/15 
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM 
Select!'ic. Guaranteed accuracy, 
reasonable rates. Judy, 821·8607, 299· 
7601. 12/10 
TYPING, PROFESSIONAL AND fast, 
884·7671 or 836·2220. Debbie. 12/1 
TYPING: PROFESSIONAL TYPING. 
ltensonable rates. Thesis, term papers, 
dissertations. IBM Selectric. 821-0576 
after 5: 30. 11/25 
KINI<O'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM 
Selectric) and now 3 minute Passport 
Photos. No appointment. 268-8515. tfn 
QA TYPING SERVICE: A complete 
typing and editorial system. Technical, 
gent.>ral, legal, medical, scholastic. 
Charts & tables. 345-2125, trn 
'l'YPING-THESIS, DISSERTATION, 
reports, statistical. Call Annlta, 296-
2549. 12/15 
GUITAR LESSONS: ALL styles. 
Marr's Guitar Studio. 265·3315. tfn 
'rYJ'ING, WORD PROCESSING, 
editing, data processing, delivery 
st.>rvice. 268-8776. 12/15 
'PYPIST: 'l'ERM PAPER, Resumes. 
290·8970. 11/26 
4. Housing 
ROOM FOR RENT. Large, well 
equipped three bedroom house. Near 
CoroiUldo. W!'st side. 12/2 
70 YAMAHA SR500, 7500 mili!S, prime 
condition. $1400. 243-1568 or 345-4963. 
12/2 
PATERSON PLASTIC REELS, Kodak 
Polycontrnst filters, Kodak and Ilford 
chemicals for sale. Call Josh at 294-7003, 
evenings. 11/26 
72 HARLEY SPORTY 1000. Rebuilt 
motor, new tires, new transmissions. 
$2500. Call Kevin, 243-7266 after six: p.m. 
12/1 
74CHEVROLETNOVA. AT, PS,350V8. 
Good condition. $1175 or best. 294-5172. 
~~ 12m 
FORD E100, SWB van, PS, PB, Air, 
Auto, 302.2V, low mileage, captain's 
chairs, fully carpeted, mags. $2800. Call 
Mike, 292·5248, or Howard, 292-0492. 
12/1 
HP-67: COMPLETE, EXCELLENT. 
$250.00, negotiable. 296-8036, 11/24 
RALIDIGH GRAN PRIX. newly rebutlt, 
good condition, new paint. $150 or best 
offer. 293-8880 evenings. Alfred. 11/17 
GOLD AND SILVER. Top dollar. Call 
293-3455. 12/15 
GREYHOUND PUPS, $35 each. Fred. 
242-7888, 842·0207. 12/1 
CHARMING ADOBE STYLED three 
bedroom home on UNM campus. 
Massive beams and stone fireplace. 
Unique! Liz, Gallery of Homes; 299-
1509, 298·7438. 11/20 
NEAR UNM, TWO bedroom, 1.490 
square feet. 4433 Avenida Manana. 
Excellent condition, updated, double 
garage. BearPaw Realty, 293-58()0, 884-
4198. 11/20 
PIONEER RECEIVER, TURNTABLE, 
speakers, Aka! reel to reel. Must sell. 
262-0116. 11/20 
GLORIA VANDERBILT CORDS, $20. 
Lambs' wool sweaters. $11. Designer 
velour blouses, $12. Discount Boutique, 
4A06 Menaul, just east of Washington. 
265-3103. 11/17 
GUILD TWELVE STRING guitar, 
model F-112. $450.00. 294-0311. 11/17 
1962 CORVAIR. NEW transmission, 
rebuilt engine, new tires, runs very 
well. $700. 298·0637. 11/17 
IJOFSF. TO SHARE In Alameda. 
$165/monlh, lnclud!'s utllllles. 897-1719, 
aft<'r six. 12/2 
lioi'S&:srrTi'NG ANYWHt<:RE IN New 
Mt•x:h·o. Going away and needing a very S 
rt•sponslbl!• woman to take care of • Employment 
home'! I m•ed this situation for Intensive 
study and work. Have car. Call Laurie, 
26R·R702, leave message please. 12/15 NEED TWO WORK/STUDY qualified 
6AMPtrS COMPACT APARTMENTS, girls for c011cessions stand work at the 
215 YalP Blvd. S.ltJ. at Lead. Studio Subway Station. Contact T.J. orDon at 
apartments near stores and UNM. 277-2328 or room 217 of the Student 
$11!0/month, free utilities, $125 deposit, Union Building. Manager position open 
six month lease. No children, pets, or for neatly dressed male. 11/26 
roommates. See maiUlger at apartment NATIONAL SHOPPING SERVICE 
two or call242-8219 or 883·5940. 12/5 seeking area representative, for varied 
SPACIOUS ONE BEDROOM, fur- comparison shopping on irregular 
nished, utilities paid, security, laundry basis. No investment. Call BeriUldette 
racllltles. Walk to UNM. $225.00. 843- toll free atl-800-241·9276 or write Shop 'n 
6352, 344·0023. 11/25 Chek, Box28175, Atlanta, Ga. 30328. 
HOUSEMATE WANTED: N.E. 11/24 
Heights. 294·3733, after5:00. 11/25 NEED STUDENTS FOR our College 
TWO BEDROOM UNFURNISHED Intern Sales Program. Commission 
apartment with garage near UNM. No sales. Average Income $8.00.$12.00 per 
pets. $215. 266·7698. 11/25 hour. Flexible work hours. Call Jill at 
FOR SALE: CONDOMINIUM; great Northwestern Mutual Ltfe. 883-5360. 
N.E. location. $25,500. Marc for details. 11124 
E.R.A. Walker-Hlnkel Residential. 268· PART TIME JOB, gradUate stUdents 
4551: evenings 242·6089. 11/26 only. Afternoons and evenings. Must be 
ATTRACTIVE TWO BEDROOM, near able to work Friday and Saturday 
UNM and TVI. Utllitles paid, nights. Must be 21 years old. Apply In 
$280/month. 440 Princeton. No pets. 255. person; no phone calls please. Saveway 
6131 • 1212 Liquor Stores, at 5704 Lomas N.E., 5516 Menaul N.E. 12/15 
SPACIOUS ONE AND two bedroom ONS FOR LORT: !•'HOM BIOI.OGY; keys on snap apartments % block from UNM. ACCEPTING APPLICATI 
link. Heward Cor rt•turn. No questions Laundry facilities, recreation room, possible employment in near future as VeteriiUlry Assistant. 5005 Prospect 
m;ked. 277·3859, 277·6130. 11/25 pool, completely furnished. Fireplaces, N.E. after 5 :oo. 11/26 Iill'lT~ In•;lGE SPIRAl. notebook; utilities included. Call266-0011. 12/2 1 k 1 "Afrl<'~t" and "it;ngllsh" notes. SUPI'~R SPACIOUS SPOTLESS two CASH! FOR USED cars and P c -ups. 
t' rgl'nl!! ! Con tart Ben. 2·i2-2076. 11/25 bedroom apartment. Fireplace, 9 ft. Call Forrest at 255-9856, 255-9292, 268· 
counts exclusively, (No accounts fur-
nished.) Car ab!!olutely nece11sary. 
Commission only, Fill out an ap-
plication at r()Om 133 of Marron Hall; 
preferably leave resume. 12/2 
7. Travel 
LOOKING FOR AN Eastbounder? I 
need a ride, over Xmas break, to 
Connecticut or Massachusetts. I can 
leave on or after 12/10. Any route is fine 
with me. :r: can share driving, expenses, 
etc. If tills sounds good to you, call Josh 
at 294-7003, evenings. Thanx. 11/26 
RIDE ONE· WAY TO Detroit. Will 'lhare 
driving and expenses. 898-8729 evenings. 
Can leave 19th of December. 12/15 
MAZATLAN BY AIR. Three round trip 
excursion tickets; two full fare, one 
child. $155.00 each. 345-1316. 12/1 
TRAVEL TO NEW York? $100 discount 
if you go December 11 and accompany 
chlld age five. 256-3300. 11/26 
WICHITA THANKSGIVING. NEED 
ride. Share driving, expenses. Dennis. 
256·0974. 11/25 
IJi' YOU'RE READING this ad you 
would have found a ride If there was one 
advertised here. Follow? Advllriise 
your ride In the Lobo. tfn 
8. Miscellaneous 
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and 
photography gallery is located lh block 
from Johnson Gym at 111 Cornell S.E. 
Hours; 11-6, Monday-Friday. Special 
order service. 11/24 
COLD? REALLY! WHY? Brand new 
genuine military jackets, $40.00. 
Kaufman's West, a renl Army-Navy 
Store, 504 Yale S.E. 256-0000. 11/25 
TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1 Form 
6 Scoria 
10 Antarctic sea 
14 French pre-
mier 
15 Pier 
16 Ms. Ferber 
17 Girl's name 
~8 Having wings 
19 Carbon 
20 Obscures 
22 Motor part 
24 Dread 
26 Grawup 
27 Composer 
Percy-
31 Not other-
wise provid-
ed (abbr.) 
32 Man of many 
words 
33 Jewish fete 
35 Supporter 
38 Among 
39 Crazed 
40 Path 
41 Prohibit 
42 Dallied 
43lncrease 
44 Neighbor of 
Pa. 
45 Chose 
47 Additions 
51 Secure 
52 Colder 
UNITED Feature Syndicate 
Frlme ofday's Puzzle Solved 
54 Vicar's aide 
58 Shark 
59 Epochal 
61 More rational 
62.Above 
63 Magnitude 
64 Essence 
65 Den 
66 Age suffix 
67 Drips 
DOWN 
1 Thick piece 
2 Robust 
3Keen 
4 Calmed 
5 Constituent 25 Indemnify 
6 Wee; Scot. 27 Seize 
7 Girl's name 28 Eternal city 
8 - clock 29 Once more: 
9 Teutonic Dial. 
10 Get 30 Norse poetry 
refreshed: 34 Is borne 
2 words 35 - accompli 
11 London smell 36 Handle: Fr. 
12 Rhoncus 37 Require 
13 Gratified 39 Mustiest 
21 Droop 40 Tear 
23 Monad 42 Canvas Item 
43 Denial 
44 Wasteland 
46 Resin 
47 Scottish river 
48 Herd 
49 Stupid ones 
50 Lofty home 
53 Demolish 
55 Column 
56 Wood 
57 Goofs 
60 Boy's nick-
name 
tiJHT: BI.t"I•i "POWDERHORN" ski clost'ts, excellent furnishings, insulated 7362· . 11127 
i<Lt'kl.'t, east lt.>nnls courts. Call265·7434. !or quietness. $350,. utilities paid, No The Dlatlv Lobo is takinilgl apllpllcations 
11/26 _ pets. children. UNM area. 842-0925.12/10 for sa_e_;;,l!eO.PlLWJ:!o w se _ new ac· __ 
New Mexico Daily Lobo 
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo 
one): 
Sale; 
times(s) beginning , under the heading (circle 
1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. Housing; 5. For 
6. Employment; 7. Travel; 8. Miscellaneous. 
Enclosed$ __ ~ Placed by------Telephone-~--
. .. Classified Advertising Rates 
16~ per word, $1.00 minumum charge 
Terms- Cash in advance 
Hours 8:00a.m. -4:30p.m. 
Monday through Friday 
Deadline Noon Wednesday 
Marron Hall Room 131 
Mail To 
UNM Box 20j University of New Mexico 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131 
